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Black commitment '" motion
Art is a media for cultural
and political education; it is a
process for community involvement on the socio-political level;
and it is a focal point for Black
Unity. This graphically depicts
the premise on which the New
Thing Art and Architecture Center and its young articulate director, Col1n "Topper" Carew,
gravitates.
The 'Center' is established
on the concept of functional Black
Art geared towards correcting
what Carew defines as "cultural
racism" - - "A very sophisticated
form of oppression": "We exist
because here in Washington- - a
city whose population is 76o/o
Black--only 4% of the cultural
institutions are programmed or
administered by blacks or located
in Black communities.'' Conse-
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Black photo exhibit at New Thing
Terrell Photo

Dick Gregory speaks tonight
•

Cramton

•

•

By Stan Ferdinand
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Auditoriun1 tonight at 8: 00 p.1n.
Gregory. by this ti1ne has
beco1ne a can1p11s favorite. His

by Gwen Scotton
The directors of the six com.ponents of HUSA's D.C. Project
discussed the aims and goals of

appearance here last spring was
quite successful in tenns of the
audience rcspon'c co his witt·1 .

sorne tirnes biting !>peech.
Based 011 a comedy routine,
Gregory manages to mingle
hun1or with social con1mentary
in a totally unique and effective

manner. usually to the c-01nplete

•

quently, "For Afro- American
people, then, this city is a cultural void. That is why the New
Thing Art and Architecture Center is necessary. The New Thing
is trying to become a central
point around which Afro-American people can focus. We don't
believe in art for art's sake;
that is an essentially Western
concept.''
For this IDLLTOP interview
conducted in his office that defies
the typical bureaucz:atic set-up
and rebuffs the executive-type
attitudes with rhythmic - manerism, Colin Carew outlined the New Thing structure.
"Our programs fall essentially into four areas. One is the
Children's Program,forchildren
thirteen and under; another, called the Learning Center, is for
those fourteen and up. Then we
have an At-Large Program and
an Economic Development Program, which is devising new
sources of income for the black
community."
"There are reasons for each
of these programs. For example,
in the At-Large Program we
sponsor African dance performed
and taught by professional African
teachers. Their performances help to establish the
fact that African culture is very
beautiful and something to be
taken seriously. Additionally, "In
the Children's Program and
Learning Center, we teach creative writing and story telling to
help strenghten the essentially
oral tradition of our community.
We also teach photography, film
making, Afro- American design,
Afro-American sculpture, kaiate,
Black history, and a wotkshop
on practical li!fe experiences."
Citing that "Over one-half of
the public school enrollees in
Washington, D. C., leave school
before the 12th grade, the Learning Center provides an altem::i:tive to the public education system for hundreds of young people
who have rejected it. The Learning Center also seeks to motivate
those still in school to remain
there, while it serves as a model
for
new teaching techniques
and processes. Interested stu-
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The New ThirtJ!'s African drummers workshop

dents are instructed in academic
subjects in preparation for the
high school equivalency examinatlf,n. "
other New Thing activities include: weekly J azz Workshop
performances; The New Thing
Root Music Show, a weekly program on WAMU F.M.; regular
lecturtng in architecture and
urban design; frequent guest lectures and films ; and The New
Thing Flick and Photo Companies.
Carew then underlined, with
movements that stab the air for
emphasis, that, "white people
refuse to accept the fact of Black
people's existence , consequently,'' he explains, "they impose
and establish their artistic standards on the Black community. "
Challenging this he said, "we
are going to set our own standards because what we have to
offer the world is based on what
we have created not imitat-ed. If
for no other reason we have
survived the transportation from
one hemisphere (Africa) to another (America) and 'whitey'
finds it hard to deal with this. "
\Vithin the framework of the
New Thing art concept the role
of the a rtis t is r edefined as a
teacher- who is also a symbol
of emulation for black youths- '·who needs other things unlike

Terrell Pltotu

pimps, junkies, etc. to identify
with," explains Carew. Since the
New Thing is established on com-·
munity involvement at all levels,
the artist-teacher lives and
works in the immediate community. In essence he provides
a "creative symbol" and productive model that the Black
community can relate to.
· Through his a rtistic and programmatic assault on the "art
for art sake" theory, Carew
unequivocally makes this point,
"art must be a vehicle for elevatccont inucd on Pal!l' 7}
I
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D.C. Project directors prepare initial
stages of community programs

Dick
Gregory, the
well-known comed ian, political
activist , and author, is scheduled
to appear in
·C ra1nton

• enjoyment of his audience .
Tickets are on sale in the
Student Cente r ticket office
(SOc).

I

Dick Gregory

their individual programs and
called for volunteers from the
student body to help implement
these progran1s earlier this week
in HILLTOP interviews.
The sLxcomponentsof the D.C.
Project and their student directors are the Community Intern
and Volunteer division, Leonard
Harvey; Drug Education and Research, Stephen Vaughan; the
Southeast Community Project,
John Wynn; the Supplemental Ed-

Robert N. Taylor

Suzanne Cooke

ucation ProJect, Anthony Stewart:
Public Relations, Gary Ayers;
anti Director of Legal Aid, Les
Gaines.
Leonard Harvey stated, •·The
Comm unity Intern and Volunteer
Project involves the placement of
300 IIowa rd students into twentyone community organizations to
help them carry out their programs. " Harvey said that he
considered his program a "'~ork
project•'. He added, however, that
he would evaluate the success
of the program, whose $40, 000
budget was approved by HUSA

Monday 111 g ht, on whether it
brought Howard University and
the community together . .
According to Harvey only :,5
of the 500 student volunteers
would be paid , \Vhen asked lf this
. might
impede
recruitment,
Harvey replied, ·•I think we can
get them (~udent volunteers ) but
keeping them will be the pro- .
bl em . " Thus fa r 150 students
have volunteered .
The main thrust of the Drug
Education and Research pro-

.
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Call for Tutors
Yongsters, ages 6 to 14, from
the near northeast and near
southeast have been tutored by
volunteers at the Capitol Hill
Neighborhood Center for a number of years, but we need more
people-- new
people, young
people, concerned people. A
training session in tutorial technique will be held on Sat., Oct.
3.
If you care enough, if you're

big enough to help a child one
night a week--Call Jan Lookingblll at 543-4200 during the day
or Erwin Wullschleger at 5449418 after 7 pm,
Tutoring in remedial reading
and arithmetic is every weeknight from 6:30 to 8:30 pm.
The kids are counting on you!

i3 NIA3<1Vll~
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A Call to Muslims

Soul Evening

BISMILLAHI - R-R AH M AN IR-RAHIM. All Muslims (students
and faculty) are invited to attend
a meeting at Masjld ul-Ummah
(Community Mosque), 101 11 S"
St. N. w. in the near future to
discuss the form u 1 at ion of a
Muslim Students Association
chapter on the Howard University campus. The telephone number at the mosque ls 462-9731,
or see Br. Raqlb Esa in room
300 of the · Founders Library
(Howard University). Please
leave your name, telephone number, and address. You will be
contacted in the near future as
to the date of the meeting. All
Muslims of the U.S.A. andforeign
countries should make an effort
to establish a strong Muslim
association on Howard's campus.
Also, interested stu<fents who are
not Muslims may leave their
names, addresses, and phone
numbers at the above mentioned
places. The mosque is open daily
for prayers, insha-Allah.

The Jamaicans invite one and
all to an evening with the mighty
"Soul Seeker" (No. 1 Discotheque
in N. Y.) at the beautiful alrconditloned Envoy Towers Ball-;
room, 2400 16th St., NW, Sat.,
Oct. 3, 1970. The latest inJamaican, West Indian, American hits
wlll be played.
Admission ....... $150

a stamped self-addressed (business size) envelope to: JOB.S
Europe, 133355 Cantara St., Panorama City, California 91402.

ISA

NOMINATIONS

CLOSE TODAY!
Today last day for nominations
for the position of President
of the' International Student Association. Please place all
nominations in the ISA . mailbox
in the Office of Student Life
(Student Center) before 3:00 PM.
Elections will be held on Tuesday, Oct. 6, fr om 12 noon to
3:00 p.m. in Room 112 of the
Student Center.

Virginia State
Game

Swimming
ATTENTION:
SWIMMING PRACTICE WILL
START MONDAY, OCTOBER 5,
1970 at 4:00 PM at the POOL.

Stokely ' s Speech
Stokely Carmichael's Pan Afr tcarilsm speech at Howard is on
sale in Founders Library, room
300 on Monday and F riday fr om
12 noon until 3:00 p.m. and on
Tuesday and Thursday from 10:00
a.m. until 12:00 noon, from Toni
Moore.

Jobs Europe
700 salaried jobs are available,
anytime of the year, in London
for young Americans 18 to 26
years of age. These salaried jobs
are for general help with large
first class London hotels. The
working hours are 45 per week.
Most jobs in c 1u d e room and
board. Friends can work near
each other if they apply together.
Participants are free to travel,
where and for as long as they
wish, after completing their work
assignment. For free details send

Bus to Virginia State football
game leaves Sat. (tomorrow) 9
am from Founders Library
tickets ... .,. . $3. 50

Greeks Me et
There wlll be a call meeting of
the Pan-Hellenic Council on Monday, Oct. 5, at 1 pm in room
103 of the Student Center.
Sched~Ung of the 1970-71 elections will be discussed.

Chess

All persons interested in
le.a rning or improving their chess
game, come to a meeting of the
Chess Club on Tuesday, Oct. 6
and Thursday, Oct. 8 from 1:00
to 2:30 p.m. in the Student Center
Rm . 107. This is an open invitation to all beginners, advanced,
or non- chess players to attend
our teach and learn sessions •
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That's right. college folk. 7U P ' . The
Uncol a '''. i:-. offe ring you a su per neat Uncola
po~ ter for your wall absolutely free! All you do
is :-.end your nanle and address to : U ncola College
Offer. P.O . Box 1~031. St. Louis. Mo. 63178. (Or
ha,·e someone v. rite it for you if you go to one of
those "pro1rressive" schools.)
This ~erni-bcautiful 2 i" by 1lNposte r is perfect for covering unsightly :-.cctions of your wall
lik1.: doors. clocks and \vin<lows. Also. this snaz1y
poste r is actually hanging in The Louvre in Paris'
Thi11·s right. The Louvre Car a nd Body Shop.

Paris. North Dakota. (Hours : 9 lo 5. appoinl ml'nts onl). clo:-.ed on Wednesdays. )
Along '"ith your posll.:r we're going lo senJ
you absolutely FREE. FREE. FREE an un-pun
sticke r and a ll kinds of 7UP literata o n more
Unco la stu ff that's ava ilable . (T he kind yo u'll
like!) Mcrchandata ranging from really big 7UP
poster:-. to Turn-Un lamps. You 'll be the envy of
your room (especially if you live alone).
So send for your free ?UP poster. Don't <le. lay! Act today! Supply is limited to the first 7 mil lion requests. Offer Expires December 31, 1970.
'

Dear 7UP folk:

'

G_imme, gimme, gimme!

Thank you,

Address__________
City __________ _

State

Zip __ _

Send to:
Uncola College Offer,
P.O. Box 14031 ,
St. Louis, Mo . 63 178

'

.. 7UP" AN O " S (VEN-UP" ARE A ((H~flAlO lAAO l. MAA .,_.

IO(NTIFYJNG

THE~A OOUCT

Of THE c: rvrN lJP

CO~PA N't'
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''In the name of the game

,,

By Pearl Stewart

This year's Homecoming has
taken a slightly dillerent turn. All
of the actlvitles--many of them
new--wlll take place "in the name
of the game," a slogan initiated
by Joel Mungo at last week's
HUS A. Mungo has since been
named Athletic Coordinator for
the Homecoming activities. all of
which will begin during the week
before the Octoger 24th football
game.
Homecoming general chairman
Tony Stewart feels that the new
concept of Homecoming is " the
will of the people," although he
adds " .... as expressed by the
senate. ' ' TJle game-oriented act-

ivities will tentatively include an
expanded pep rally, which will
feature the African Heritage
Dancers
and Dru m m e rs,
speeches from professional players, and guest seats for area
high school teams; two concerts,
featuring Ike and Tina Turner
and the Chambers Brothers; and
the team's selection of a gridiron
queen.
Stewart feels that in order to
focus the activities "around the
game, '' the concert profits should
be contributed to the athletic program. In order to do this, he
said, the concerts have become a
matter of "enterprise." Stewart

do

(Continued from Page I)

gram , headed by fourth year
p h a r m a c y student Stephen
Vaughan, will be educational. The
educational fronts, according to
Vaughan, will be the campus and
the community.
He hopes to educate the campus through panel discussions
followed by question and answer periods , drug programs
in the dorms, and presentations
by the Dr ama department de~
ing with the drug problem.
Vaughan expl ained that his program would strive to " present
factual information and not moral
judgments and point out the detriments of drugs to the Black
community.··
The other half of the drug
project will deal with " research,
drug dE>toxification, rehabilitation and dr ug analysis." Vaughan
said that this information and
research would be used "to establish a drug library in the
College of Pharmacy and use
the library as a research base
for the community and the
s chool."
John Wynn sta:ted that his goal
as director of the Southeast
Community Project will be to
" achieve the aims of the project.·'
.
According to Wynn there are
four primary aims: establishing
planning stations, organizing
youth-teen clubs and c enters for
activities, continuing, defining
and expanidng adult educational
and practical programs from the
summer, and directing the skills
and resources of Howard to the
community.
Wynn explained the planning
stations as " research, planning,
and organizing officies. " He
added, " they will also be information centers where people will
work on solving problems directly.' '
On c oncludin g, Wynn commented that he had received tremendous response from the community for his progr am and that
he would run the progr am until
the $26,000 budget runs out.
The Supplemental Educational
Project (SEP) will be geared
to " tackling reading problems
in three target schools and at-

admits, however, that he would
have preferred-- and actually
proposed- - a more politicallyoriented program, which would
have included seminars and political speakers. However, the
senate, he revealed, "didn't
along with the political trip.''
Instead, the HUSA senators
preferred to dedicate the Homecoming activities to the football
team, and plan events that would
highlight and 'honor the team.
Thus, Stewart said ~hat he has
planned events that will be profitable, as well as enjoyable to the
campus.
At the last meeting of the budget
committee, $20,000 was allocated
to Homecoming, although HUS A
had at first declined to give any
money to the yearly event, and
then agreed to allocate $15,000.
The present allocation of$20,000
is the same amount that was
provided for last year's Homecoming.

tempting to supplement educational exposure, " according to
its director Anthony Stewart.
SEP has selected three target
schools, Banneker, l\1ott, and
Terrell, on which to concentra~e
their efforts. There will be three
assistant directors over each of
the three schools. Stewart said
tht he hoped to get twenty - five
students tutors in each school.
When asked what would be
his aims and goals as director
of SEP, Stewart commented that
it was two- fold, " to provide
75 students who had been dropped
from the work stud::; program
· with work and to render a service to the community. " He Added
that SEP student response had
been very good and they were
impatient to start. He said, however, he had ver> few tutors
as of yet.
SEP received $35,000 from
HUSA and tutor s will be paid
$50 a month.
The Public Relations division
of the D. C. Project will be directed by gr aduate student Gar y
Ayers.
Ayers
asserted that his
principal purpose will be " informing the entire commWlity on
what the project is now and
what it can be in the future."
He said he will also be trying
to raise other fl.Inds for the
D.C. Project and "resurrect the
image of Howard University and
see to it that the University retains its integrity. " Gary explained that Howard's integrity
was to be measured by the impression the general community
has of it.
Ayers continued that he would
like to see Howard develope
into a " •communiversity' whose
skills and resources serve as
a skill bank for the D.C. com(Continucd on Page 7)

Stephen Vaughan

Q

'
Les Gaines

John Wynn

•

'HU adopts
Tony Stewart

•

Leonard Harvey

Formal opening
cancelled Mon.
The University's official opening ceremonies were cancelled
Monday to afford President Cheek.
a broader opportunity to address
the Howard University community.
According to Pubiic Re:atiobs
Director otto McClarrin, the annual exercises were "too ceremonial" in nature for the scope
of Dr. Cheek's speech. Then too,
he explained, Cr amton .\uditorium only seats l :iOO member s
of ttre University community. Dr.
Cheek, he said, will add ress
studl'nts, faculty, and personnel
in a sPries of upcoming assemih'"·

that it would not give financial
support to the activities , after
which a University-wide commit- ~
tee was established to study other possibilities for f\lnding.
After these possibilities were
ruled out because of the general
lack of fl.Inds within the University, the ball bounced back to HUSA
which threw the issue out to fhe
senate. And, of course, the Senate decided to follow the plan
of sponsoring Homecoming "in
the name of the game."

By Theola Miller

The exhaustion of the National
Defense Student Loan Fund, the
Work-Study Program~d the
Emergency Loan Functfias heaped
more problems upon the financial
aid office than. its personnel have
had time to discuss.
According to Aid director,
Mrs. Goldie Claiborne, a cutback in the federal educational
budget will force 82 students who
received national defense loans
last yea r to find other,•
financial sources. Scores of other
students, who would have been
eligible for loans, will also be
affected, J\1 rs. Claiborne added.
She pointed out, however, that
"Howard is among the 100 institutions whose loan repayment
recor d is bad. " Because of the
ineffectiveness of letters asking
students for repayments, refusal
of transcripts, and referrals to
coll ection agenc ies, a ceiling has
been imposed on the issuance of
loans.
The XDSL reduction of $36,918
makes it necessary for ::\lrs.
Claibor ne to assist parents in
obtaining other financial aid.
" :\!any parents ar e unaware of the
State Guaranteed Loa.1 Program
which allows them to borrow
through their banks. " "And," she
continues, " if it is not a problem 'Jf the parents being aware
of what is available, then it is
the problem of the excuses and
downright refUsal of their banks
to comply."
.,. .__
To make the rJiney stretch as
far as possiblft, some students
received cuts /UP to $100. They
may ~ter receive more money
depen ing on \ need, in supplements d frOIJl monies left over
fro m un ed-a:flocations. Records
ar e kept of students whose situation is severe and they will be
called in later to review their
budirets.
Emergency loans are also
available to students who do not
have money to pay the first installment on their tuition. Mr.
Walter Jackson, supervisor of
student loans, objects to this
practice, however. "The student
is merely transferring money
from one University source to
another," he explain,s. "If he
hasn't paid the emergency loan
by the end of the year he will
still owe his tuition."
The Financial Aid Office is also
faced with the task of finding jqbs
for the 371 students who had to
be terminated from the WorkStudy Program. At present, only
54 students have work-study
positions. In an effort to finance the progr am, Howa rd has
applied to the Health Education
and Welfare (HEW) Department
for supplemental funds.
"I strongly suspect that we
won't get an allocation, "J\1rs.

By Phyllis Sm•th

On September 1, Howard's
School of Medic al Technology began its academic year with an
enrollment of 7 trainees. Although the school, which was originally set up by Freedman's
Hospital, has existed for thepast
4 years this is the first timethat
it has been run on a continual
basis.
Mr. James Hill, education director of the s chool, states, "the
object of the school is to instruct the students in all areas
of medical technology and to give
them the auility to apply their
academic knowledge to aid in
improving their lab performance
either directly or indirectly, and
to prepare them for the national
examination given by the registry
of the Americm Society of Clinical Pathologists .. ,
Ke\' entrants to the School of

Page 3 .

Student aid withheld

-

•

Med Tech

Stewart explained that the
background for this new- s tyle
Homecoming originated with last
,year's Leadership Conference (of
which he was chairman) when it
was decided that in the fUture the
gridiron queen should be selected
by the football team instead of
holding the Homecoming Queen
' contest. That, he feels was the
beginning of the diminuation of
traditional Homecoming. The
second step in the process was
HUS·A's summer announcement

.

t

Claiborne disclosed. At least 50%
of Howard's student body had
to come from families with combined incomes of less than $7,500
for the University to qualify.
"over 6<>°( of our students fall
in this category, but other Black
colleges have greater percentages of such students."
As another solution, Financial
Aid has asked the various departments of the University to
hire part-time student workers
through its office. "The response, thus far, has been very
poor," Mrs. Claiborne reports.
An appeal has also gone out to
local businesses.
rvtrs. Katherine Green, financial aid counselor ·resp9nslble
. for the issuance of emergency
loans, explains that a reserve
such as this is revolving--lt depends completely upon repayments. "Funds from campus organizations such as HUSA which
donated $GOOO and LASC which
donated $2- 3,000, may have little
left to borrow from by·the end
of the year. ' '
:\l rs. Green adds, "It all adds
up when students who feel that
They won't m:\ke a noticeable dent
in the funds hold out small
amounts for as long as they
please. .. The Emergency Loan
Fund is self- explanatory and its
first priorities are tuition, room, )
and boar d. Alth o u g h issuance
of this loatl is to some extent
based upon a 2.0 gr ade average
and the ability to repay, greater
consideration ls given to need
in a dire emergency.
·
Another problem besieging the
financial Aid Office is the complaint from students that they
were not given adequate notice
regarding their aid requests.
Thus, many of them had little
time to m a ke other arrangements . Many factors, J\1rs. Claiborne explained, were involved
in the late mailing of notices.
One major reason was that the
tentative amount ~o be allocated
to Howard was -unknown until
May 18. Other reasons for this
problem were last semester's
grading system that included
"Pass/ Fail" , which took longer
to compute. This information is
important to the Financial Aid
Selection Committee's which
base lts allocations on gr ade
averages as well as need.
Mrs. Claiborne describes this
year as one of the most active
in her 26 years of s ervice to
the U!11versity. " Our Office has
been operating at full pace yeararound," she reported. Many students who failed to find jobs at
home this sum met were given
jobs on the Work-Study P rogr am
here. This helped to deplete our
funds ."

Marching Masters halted

Suffer from inadequate funds
'

By Linda Newton ·

Howard University's Marching
Master s were noticeali>ly absent
at Saturday's game and may continue to be so, as long as they
lack necessary funds,
band
officials say.

about the cut in fl.Inds before
now,." commented a member of
the Buciget Comm ittee. One student labeled it "a deliberate
deception on the part of the Unive r sity."

top University officials. The appeal for funds was made to Dean
Carl Anderson, P r es id en ti a l
As sistant. Nichols , Dean r.1ark
Fax, and John Holton, LASC
1
President.

The band . has always lacked
a budget, getting only a small
portion of the f\lnds allocated. to
Fine Arts. Administ rators' promises for a separate band budget
were broken when the University's government stipends were
reduced. "The administration
could've at leasr let us knO\\

T he rviarching :Vlasters cons ider themselves to be the " University's orphan." rvt embers
state that when things are going
well it's "our band" but when
times ,,et hard no one wants to
claim us . This fact was made
evident by recent talks between
1 committee of hand members and

Prof. William J. Penn, Band
Director, and William Brauner,
Ban'd, President, have attended
several all-day sessions in an
attempt to get funds. Their only
favorable response has come
•
. t rying
.
fro1n De.u1 Fax,
who is
'(

lll!lh ,,.,:
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Visiting etc.
begins ag.ain
in dormitories
By Ernestine Stripling

Residents of Bethune, Cook,
Slow and Drew Halls settled the
controversial issue of co-ed visitation last week when they voted
to again allow both male and
female visitors in their rooms.
In Bethune, signs were posted
on each floor urging all residents
that everyone in the dorm vote
s ince two-thirds of the house
was needed if the girls in Bethune
would be permitted to have male
guests in their rooms.
After several announcements,
231 girls went to the Dean's
office to vote. Out of this number, 2 voted against. Since twothirds of the dorm voted for
co- ed visitation, the next step is
for the officers to meet and
decide on possible hours and
guidelines to be voted on.
The Residents of Slowe, Cook,
and Drew Hall not only voted on
whether they wanted co- edvisitation but they also set up their
hours and guidelines.
In choosing their hours, the
men of Slowe, Cook, and Drew
decided to have guests in their
r ooms from 2:00 p. m. to 11:00
p.m. and fr om 11:00 p.m. to
2:00 p.m. in the longe. Following the guidelines, they must
sign their guests in and out and
accompany them at all times
when in the hall. These guidelines and hours will be effective until next year.
When discussing the hours,
one resident of Slowe Hall said,
"If it had been on the ballot,
I would have voted to have co-ed
visitation 24 hours a day."
Residents of l'vleridian Hill and
the Quad have not discussed co- ed
visitation yet. Mrs. Hairston Williams, Resident Counselor of the
Quad, refused to give out Jny
information concerning it.

Med Tech
Medical Technology are required
to have either a Bachelor of
Arts degree in science with a
minimum of 16 hours of chemistry, 16 hours of biology, and
3 hours of math or are currently enrolled in an affliated
college or university that will
grant the degree in medical technology.
Mr. Hill, who is in his second
year as the ·education director
of the school, is aided by Mrs.
Jotmay Weaver, the assistant to
U1e education director and Dr.
c. Sampson, the director of the
school.

Resolutions include racism ·section
Pre-opening workshop continued from

last week.

ELIMINATING RACISM AT HOWARD UNIVERSIT\' Michael Harris, Chairman
PREAMBLE: The Workshop
Group on Eliminating Racism
at Howard University: agreed
that there \s "Racism" at
Howard University as manifested through overt, convert
acts of "white supremacy".
DEFINITIONS:
1. Racism:
Racism is the universal system of white supremacy; the
system of logic and thought;
the institutional system and
the indi v i d u al patterns of
thought, language and behavior; the goal of which is the
maintenance or white supremacy.
2. A Black University:
A Black University ls a university where the goals and
aspirations of Black people
are fostered; it is the setting- up of a vanguard for the
benefit of Black people. It
is actively involved in social
change based upon a presupposition of counter racism.
RESOLUTIONS:
The following resolutions and
recommendations are based upon
an understanding and· acceptance
of the group:
1. That it be resolved that polices
relating to faculty recruitment, hiring, promotion, pay
and retention be critically
studied for any evidence (s)
of racism and/ or disc rim ination. (This study could perhaps be carried on by the
University-wide Comm ittee
for Student- Faculty- Administration Relationships.
2. That it be resolved that positive steps should be taken
to eliminate any acts of racist
behavior or discriminatory
policies, once identified.
3. That it be resolved an inservice trainli;ig program be
instituted which would apprise the fn.culty, staff ::u1d
administratio11 of the University (al all levels, in each
school and <'ollege), of the
philosophy and structure of
the Universit), and attitudes
and appropriate classroom
conduct in a Black University.
Aspects of student evaluations
of faculty attitudes, delivery,
etc. should be utilized as a
source of information to be
conside red in the training
progr am .
4. That it be resolved that we
create and develop resources
that can be used by Black
scholars.
5. That it be resolved that a
special provision for, an endowment be established to
increase the upward mobility
of potential Black scholars,
within the University.
6. That it be resolved that any
mechanism needed and usage
to improve srholarship also

•

'

I

12. Howard

University through
understanding and serious
commitment to the philosophy
of a Black University, control by Judicious selectiqp of
quality personnel in all key
positions, and maintain control through appropriate recruitment, through excellence
of
performance, through
prompt application Of existing
checks and balances; and
through continuing education
progr ams.
13. Howard University initiate
continuing inservice staff development progr aming methods devised to assit teachers
to become better teachers,
not only on our campus, but
also in preparation for
specific programs, e.g., selfregeneration of faculty competence,
relevance, • and
excellence.

'
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to he held October 24
quirements of graduate schools
or fellowships to which one is
applying. Scores are usually reported to gr aduate schools five
weeks after a test date.
The Graduate Record Examination includes an Aptitude
Test of general scholastic ability and Advanced Tests measuring achievement in 20 major
fields of study. Full details and
registration forms for the GRE
are contained in the 1970-71
GRE Information Bulletin. The
Bulletin also contains forms and
instructions for requesting
transcr ipt service on GRE scores
already on file with ETS. This
booklet may be available on your
campus or may be ordered from:
Educational Testing Service, Box
955 , Princeton, New Jersey
08540; Educational Testing Service, 1947 Center Street,
Berkeley, California 94704; Educational Testing Service, 960
Grove Street, Evanston, Illinois
60201.

Continued from last week

From

Graduate Re·c ord exams
PRINCETON, N.J. - Educational
Testing Service announced today
that under gr aduates and others
preparing to go to graduate school
may take the Gr aduate Record
Examinations on any of six di.fferent test dates during the current academic year.
The first testing date for the '
GRE ls October 24, 1970. Scores
from this administration will be
reported to the graduate schools
abo.1:1t December 1. Students
planning to register for the October test date are advised that applications received by ETS after
October 6 wlll incur a $3.00 late
registration fee. After October 9,
there is no guarantee. that applications for the October test
date can be processed.
The other five test dates are
December 12, 1970, January 16,
February 27, April 24 and June
19, 1971. Equivalent late fee and
registration deadlines apply to
these dates. Choice of test dates
should be deter mined by the re-

Resolutions
on structure

courses be accompanied by a
written lecture series except
in those courses where auditory perception 1s more valuable; tapes may be used.
12. That it be resolved that each
discipline in the university
develop a mandatory course
that explains relationship of
that discipline through Black
history, culture and problems
confronted by Blacks.
13. That it be resolved that Black
History be mandatory for ALb
students in the -University.
14. That it be resolved that one
week prior to the reading
period be set aside for evaluation of course content and
teacher evaluation. That this
information be forwarded to
the Instructor, Department
Chairman, Dean and Student
Government Office.
15. That it be resolved that a
Task Force be established on
university basis to investigate
manifestation of racism and
to submit proposed solutions
to the parties involved.

apply to services prOflded.
7. That it be resolved that we
encourage and recruit Black
students to teach at Howard
University.
8. That it be resolved that advancement be based on the
basis of merit within the climate of Black consciousness
and the philosophy of a Black
University.
9. That it be resolvied that the
standarized tests should not
be the requirement for admission and that students should
be admitted on the basis of
their c 1ass standing, final
grades and recommendation
from principal or coWlselor;
and that Howard University
should develop their own standards for placement purposes
relative to Howard Students·.
10. That it be resolved that Howard University should set up
an exchange program between
other Black Colleges and Universities in both areas of
students and faculty.
11. That it be resolved that all

·,
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Reps re_p ort progress at first LASC meeting
By Evita Paschall

"Students can make or break
any program. If they support it,
then it goes through. If they don't
support a program, then it doesn't
work.'' These are the words of
John Holton, president of the
Liberal Arts Student Council
(LASC), as he expounded in a
recent lflLLTOP interview the
different programs that LASC
has planned for the school year
1970-71.
This year LASC will have anew
title. Instead of Liberal Arts
Student Council, the council will
be called the African Peoples
Liberation Council (APLC). This
named was derived from the new
constitution that was established
by John Holton and a group of
students this summer.

According to Holton, the purpose of the new constitution is
to give new s t r u ct u re, new
organization and new direction to
the council. "The neW! constitu·uon is liberalized," said Holton.
For example, there i:re no restrictions on running(!or office.
A person may run ~for office
regardless of classi/lcation or
grade average. Presently, the
new constitution has not been
ratified by the council and students.
"Face the People" ls one of
the new established projects of
APLC said Holton. This program is a take-off on "Face
the Nation". The program will
consist of a person from Howard communicating with five

Bu.s. School established
By Kathleen Wills

•

"Bu s 1n e s s students h av e
been graduating with certain gaps
in their training. This places
them at a distinct disadvantage
in competition with graduat~
of accredited schools."
It was with these words that
Dr. Edward Irons, a former instructor at Howard began his
proposal calling for the establishment of a Sch90l of Business at the university. The proposal, approved by the Board of
Trustees January 27, 1970 and_
put into effect this past September, has boosted the number
of Howard's schools from 12 to
13. The school was previously
the Department of Business in
the School of Liberal Arts.
Irons' report to the ..,.soard
stressed the need· to provide
business students with a "professional education'' that would allow graduates to vie for top
positions anywhere in the country. It stated that since Howard
contained most colleges and
schools generally composing educational institutions in its class
and size category, it was not
only natural, but exigent that it
also contain a School of Business.
Dr. Irons advanced additional
arguments to support his proposal: (1) Recruitment of business professors, preferably
Black ones, would be facilitated
if Howard could boast a separate
School of Business; (2) Recent
innovations curr ently being instituted in accredited schools of
business demand the flexibility
only an autonomous school could
provide; (3) Funds from private
donors would be more easily attainable if solicited by an accredited '6chool; (4) Joint programs, such as exchange programs of "mutual development"
could be established among other
institutions without violating any
administrative regulations or
procedures of the School of
Liberal Arts.
Citing Texas Southern as an
example of a university ac-

credited by the American Association of Collegiate Schools
of Business, Irons o·b s er v e d,
"Howard is substantially behind,
not only other balanced universities of comparable size, but also
many Negro universities in the
area of Business Education."
He also noted that Atlanta University's
accreditation was
"eminent.':
"Eleven Negro,
schools have modern and or
separate phys i c a 1 plants for
business education ., " he added.
Included in the proposal was
a suggestion for comprehensive
curriculum change. All in all,
15 courses were deleted from the
old curriculum, 18 were added,
and a substantial number were
revised and updated. However,
such changes have not been made
definite. Warns Colonel James
H. Robinson, Executive Assistant
to the Vice President of Academic Affairs, "Dr. Irons' curriculum proposals are subject to
revision. But at any rate, continuing students shouldn't experience
any problems ;with credits for
graduation."
In his closing remarks Irons
commented on the responsibility
of Howard as a predominantly
Black institution. " ... in this day
of struggle for Black Identity...
we can ill afford to give our students less than the best possible
education with which to meet
today's challenges."
Dr. Milton Wilson, newly appointed Dean of the School of
Business, says he has "some
definite ideas" about its administration, but adds that "such
plans should be discussed first
with the. faculty."
Dr.
- Wilson
- was
formerly the Dean of Texas
Southern's School of Business.
The School, it ls estimated,
has an enrollement of approximately 400 to 500, and is expected
to increase in size when graduate training is added to the
curriculum. At the present time
classes are being held in a remodeled building located at 2345
. Sherman Avenue, N. w.
~

CAP moves to liberate
,
ATLANTA -- (CPS)--Twentyfive hundred Black delegates condUcted a four-day Congress of
African People the same weekend as the Black Panther Party's
Revolutionary Peoples Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia.
The Congress, including 250
foreign
representatives and
people with such diverse political
·ideologies as poet-playwright
Ingru . Baraka (LeRoi Jones) and
Georgia state legislator Julian
Bond, passed five resolutions to
be implemented by a 25- member steering committee:
*Religious systems. Establish
national communication between
Black churches and Black
organizations. The ·congress of
African People would be used
as a rallying point with revolutionary sermons or teachings
based on b:adiUon and reason,
dealing with all workshop areas.
*Black technology. Establish
Black technician referral centers for people who need technological assistance and an in/$fltute of Black technology to set
_} up a directory of Black technicians who would make their
services available to Black projects that followed the ideology

of the Congress of African
People.
•
*Social organization. Establish
liberation centers for children
so that women with children may
work and train for the revolution by developing skills in
medicine and warfare.
*Law and Justice, Local control, including hiring and firing of police; the establishment
of a community security force
to maintain peace and to serve
and protect the Black people,
and opposition to the use of
methadone as an alternative solution to drug addiction.
*Cr~ativity. The initiation of a
Black institution affiliated with
the Congress of African People
to train journalists and to politicize those already in the field;
and the establishment of a recording st u di o and publishing
company.
On the final day of the conference, the formation of a World
African Party was discussed and
a committee organized to work on
it. Also advocated was the establishment of Black publishing
houses and Black-controlled information and research centers.

persons: a graduate student, an
undergraduate student, a worker,
an adminL-rtrator and a faculty
member. Different issues affecting Howard will be discussed
on the program. On Wednesday,
Sept. 30, Dean Brown discussed
what the College of Liberal Arts
had done during the summer.
. Another project of A!PLC is
establishing communication with
Biack D.C. students and perhaps
students nationwide with Howard.
This is hoped .to be accomplished
by ham radio and a teletype system. According to Holton, this
project is still in the planning
stages. Getting a television program and Black news reels is
another
project
aimed at
establishing communications,"
added Holton.
In the academic sector, Holton
stated the plans for a "Book
Exchange". The puri>ose of the
"Book Exchange" is to cut the
cost of books. Thls is hoped to
be achieved b}'. having a central location to buy and sell
used books•
"To help students that sew
and make crafts, we 1plan to
initiate a non-profit Afric'10 shop,
consisting of Africans craft and
clothing," stated Holton: By
working with Howard's Physical
Plant we also hope to establish
a "Nation Building Project".
This is to teach people skills
in working with electricity,
plumbing, plastering, painting
and carpeting.
"We have dynamite projects
and plans," concluded Holton,
"however, we need the support
of all the students."

..

Judiciary to
become strict
with offenders
By Suzanne Cooke

Howard's Assistant Dean of
Students, Au~tin Lane, spoke in
a recent . lflLLTOP interview of
the necessity· of all students,
especially freshmen, to develop
a "firmer respect" for the rules
and regulations of the University.
Saying he was appalled by many
students' apparent lack of respect for .regulations, Dean Lane
emphasized the need for all members of the University community
to abide by its rules "in order
to protect the integrity of the
teaching and learning process."
According to Dean Lane, the
four most prevalent infractions
of the University Code of Conduct are violations of coed visitation rules in the dorms, thefts
in the bookstore, theft of University prope.rty and of student's
personal property, and academic
cheating and plagiarism.
Declaring that each student
should be continua:lly mindful of
the fact that the University Code
· of Conduct has been approved by
the combined efforts of students
and administrators, Lane expressed a hope that freshmen
especially would not get the idea
that these rules are to be taken
lightly.
Noting that most violations of
the visiting hour rules occurred
in Bethune Hall last year, Lane
warned that any individuals who
break this rule this year will
be penalized. The most common
violation, said Lane involved men
who were guilty of overstaying
in rooms of women students.
"However," Lane commented,
"in cases of this nature both
parties are aconsidered equally
responsible."
Dean Lane provided further information on official University
policy:
Otticial University policy on
demonstrations holds ~hat permis~ton to demonstrate must
familiarize themselves with
these rules by referring to the
" H" Book. All students in the
graduate and professional
schools cad acquire a copy
through the Deans of their respective schools.
Dean Lane added that a seminar on the subject of 11 Discipllne in Higher Education" is
scheduled to be held sometime
(Continued on Page I0)
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Doug Moore announces candidacy for District seat in Congress.

•

Moore reveals candidacy
By Reg i nald Hildebrand

"I'm a Black Candidate; if
white people want to vote for me
on that basis, they may vote for
me, but I've m'lde it very clear
where I stand. I stand with my
people.''
Those are the words of
Reverend Douglas Moore, chairman of the Black United Front,
and the first declared candidate
for the post of non-voting U.S.
Congressional delegate for the
district.
Moor() discussed the campaign
and the .. issues in an exclusive
HILLTOP interview, the day after
declaring his candidacy.
According to Rev. Moore, "The
major issue is whether or not
we are going to have a Black
candidate." He suggested that
there may be other people coming into the race "who are being
bought" and will be "running
as other people's candidates."
Moore emphasised his allegiance to Black people by declaring his candidacy on Monday
which was the 14lth anniversary
of the publishing of Walker's
Appeal, a radical anti-slavery
pamphlet which advocated Black
unity.
When asked whether he thought
that the office ofnon-votingdelegate was a token position, the
candidate replied,', It is a limited
office because you don't have the
vote, but I raise a real pragmatic question. Having one more
vote - what difference would 1t
make?"
"We may discover that a vocal
voteless delegate may have more
power in a sense. Being - nonvoting there are no trade-offs
here or there."
Moore continued "The most
important thing that most people

overlook is that he (the delegate) can expose. I'll be exposing the crooks in Congress, the
crooks in the District government, and the crooks in Wasbing~
ton, D. c. That office carries
with it a staff of ten. With that
type of staff I can turn this city
l1PSide down, as well as Congress inside out."
Moore also said that he did
not view his running for the U.S.
Congress as a betrayal of revolutionary ideology. "We stay on
top of ideology, we don't let theory
stay on top of us," he explained.
"While one is involved in a
revolutionary struggle, one has to
be involved with the day-to-da:•
needs of his people, and use any
mean~ necessary to get that leverage wherever it is."
· Expressing his views on international issues the candidate, who
speaks Swahili, showed a keen
interest in the moth e r land. "I
have a total commitment to the
liberation of Africa. I will do
everything in my power to put
the screws on South Africa, Rhodesia, and Portugal. I think that
a strong Africa is linked to Black
people's survival and security
here. I have not felt that the
Congressmen' tha t we (Black
people) ·have understand this."
Moore has ·spent four years
on the continent.

•

..
•

•

The candidate said that he felt
that the late Abdul Nasser, U. A..K.
president was "a great man?" He
has also pledged to lobby against
the war in Indo- China.
On issues within the District.
Moore is opposed to Three Sisters
Bridge and fareways, and is a
strong advocate of home rule
<Continued on Page I 0)
•
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"Men may not get everything
they pay for in this life, but
they most certainly will pay for
everything they get.•' Those
words of wisdom were spoken
by Frederick Douglass over 100
years ago. They reflect a deep
understanding of the basis of
human existence in this world.
In order to accomplish a goal
men must pay for 1t either with
time, money or their lives. And
in most instances they do not
really accomplish their goals,
but for every step on their way,
they pay a great price.
The same situation holds true
today with reference to the student body at Howard University.
This year the Student Association
has initiated a project that will
cost both money and time and possibly lives. The goal that has
been set is a difficult one - - to
involve Howard students in a
meaningful work project in the
District of Columbia Black Community. rl'he obstacles in the
way of such project are immense.
While money is an obstacle, it
is not the most important or the
most difficult to overcome. The
most ditticult obstacle is the
intellectual cynicism of the student bocjy and the historic lack
of commitment of the Black students at Howard University combined with general lack of organization that has plagued this
university.
The recent HUSA meetings
are direct reflections of what I
am talking about. The lack of

,

order ts to be expected, 11 you
will clearly look at the reasons
why people attend the meeting.
For two years HUSA's meetings have been the places where
everyone that wants to put on a
·show, to rap, to perform has
been able to come and get an
audience and possibly a line in
the HILLTOP. However, while all
this sickening show is going on,
the world continues to f\lnction,
Black people are still oppressed,
racism ls on the upward swing.
Upon assuming the .presidency
of HUSA, I have not functioned
under the misconception that
HUSA will change. I have accepted it as it is.
What I have not accepted, nor
will I ever accept it is that
Howard University does not have
an obligation to the D. C. community.
It is inherent in the "nigger
syndrome" to attack programs
without understanding them, or
simply to attack them because
they are there. Such was the
fate of the D. C. Project before

HUSA ain't Parliament

.

Black people do not need Parliamentary Procedure and Robert's Rules of Order especially Howard
University style. Last week's meeting of the Howard University Student , Association proved this quite
clearly. For the past two years the first few meetings of the year have been properly termed everything
from "a three-ringed circus to "a bunch of bullshit ." This year's meeting was no different and will continue
to be no different until a very necessary change is made.
Number one ·on the agenda for change is the absurd Parliamentary Procedure. Let's all face it. HUSA is
not Parliament, and resembles it in no way. So .why bother with so1ne ridiculous ultra- anglo rules that were
'
.
intended to be used by fat little white men with curly white wigs, who spent their time figuring out how t o
colonize son1e niggers.
Aside from the i1~tended use of the procedure, the rules of Parlia1nent simply don't work in the Ho"'.ard
University-Room 105- New Building setting where fifty students are waiting anxiously to disagree with one
another. When people are attempting to express thernselves, and sorneone keeps reminding them that they
are "out of order" or that there ha motion on the floor , somebody is bound to get pis.sed. And then some
one else will get mad at the person who's already pissed. and chaos results- the same chaos that developed
last week.
Those \VhO are interested in effecting son1e meaningful progress will dispense with these ridiculous
procedures, and simply state issues. allo\\ discussion (the chairman calling on one person at a tin1e ), and
take a vote' Anything else is ·superficial. unnecessary .. and un-Black .
,

(Continued on Page 8)

Second-rate pay attracts
second-rate instructors

•

•

Note to the ball team
The HILLTOP wishes to congratulate the Bison Football Team for its beautiful victory over Virginia
Union. We urge Howard students to support the Bisons in victory and defeat. We urge you, Bisons, to
continue in the spirit of last week's game.

Letters to the Editor

Freshmen reply to Allen
Editor:
During a speech to the Freshman class, Roy Allen made two
statements we would like to comment on. He stated that we as
Black people should not deal with
Marxist-Leninism, and that Howard teaches Western culture.
It is true that whites , because
of their super nationalism, have
felt that white culture is the
only culture and have negated
the equality, "Superiority, and
have even denied the existence
of any other culture. It should
now be noted that Black people
have recognized and are perpetuating our culture, otherwise,
we could not function as human
~eings . We . must not submerge
~ ourselves solely in our own na-

<Continued o n Page 8)

tionalism and negate the ideas
of other cultures. An idea is an
idea and must be weighed on its
own merits, not by the cultural
standards that it came from.
Because we live in a heterogeneous world, the dehumanization of other people makes us .
as bad as our oppressor. We have
to deal with cultural relativity.
This leads to Mr. Allen 's statement on the "dangers" of
~Iarxist-Leninism. If we allow
the Marxist philosophy to be
dictated on whit'e terms it may
very well be dangerous. We must
be concerned with economic sys tems r ather than how whites interpret l\tarxist-Leninism for us.
We must deal with the system
of capitalism and must not stag-

ms

(

•

1

for department heads in the University. For accepting the added
responsibllty of administering a
department, in addition to regular
teaching, duties the department
bead receives no additional
salary or benefits. In fact, since
the department head often has to
work summer months in preperation for the years work, he
actually takes a salary cut in
terms of salary received per
month.
A more effeclent method for
discouraging ettective, dynamic
leadership and guarenteeing
mediocrity on the department
head level could not be devised.
Far too often it bas been sucessful in doing just that.
As long as we are dependent
upon Congress for a large portion of our budget, the situation
(two million dollar deficit, cut
back in work study and all) can
not improve until Congress sees
fit, which is precisely why we
are in the position as bad as it
is.
According to President Cheek
42 white schools received more
money from the Federal gov•t
-

t

In spite of the criticism and requests that have come from progressive campus groups in the past,
Homecoming will take place again in 1970. This Homecoming, however will be seemingly different from
those of the past, in that students have finally decided to make the event into what it should have always
been - a dedication to the football team.
For years the poor football players have practiced ardently for weeks to make the Homecoll}ing game a
success, only to go virtually unnoticed on the field. Actually to a large number of Howard students, the
Homecoming game was a convenient time and place to prance and promenande in fine clothes, and stay
high all day and night. Meanwhile . the football players, win or lose, were the second feature in what was
already a second-rate show.
·
This year, however, the game will be the main attraction, plus the social activities will focu s on the
players and the game . Furthermore the concert profits will be donated to the athletic department. And to
top it all, tbe team will select a gridiron queeil . That 's right , there will be no Homecoming queen this year.
But is this really going to happe n? Are Howard women going to wear their dungarees to the game, and
are the Black beautijes going to be satisfied without the usual pomp and parades surrounding the
campus-wide election of a Homecoming queen? Or are students going to turn this new direction of
Homecoming into the same old tl\ing?
And besides, if P.e ople were so concerned about highlighting the football team , why didn't they just have
the game?

Campus Vanguard

"Certainly the faculty salary
average is a rather good index
to some aspects of the quality
of education.''
President Cheek made that observation during his opening address to the Pre-Opening Workshop a few weeks ago. If he is
correct, the quality of some
aspects .of an education at Howard, or at any Black institution
is very poor.
Last year according to the
Association of American University Professors, instructor's
compensation at Howard averaged $777 below the national
average; an associate professor's was $855 below it; an
assistant professor's was $1 ,083
below it; and a full professor's
was $2,738 below it.
Narrowing the scope, Howard
professors made, on the average, $4, 740 less that the average salary received by professor's in the Mid- Atlantic region
last year.
Even closer to home, when
comparing Howard's rates of
compensation with those of other
D.C. schools the figures show
that last year our average faculty
compensation was $1,328 below
that of American u.; $1,459 less
than Fede ral City; $1,993 less
than n.c. T eachers; and $2,346
less that George Washington.
J.f a Howard professor were
to take a position at the City
University of New York (where
noted form er Howard faculty
member Kenneth B. Clark now
teaches) he would be able to pay
a HU instructor's average yearly compensation out of just the
increase in
salary, and still
wind up with $1 ,690 more than
he would have had he remained
at the "capstone."
The average compensation of
a HU instructor, last year was
about half the annual cost of living for a family of four, based
on the Higher Living standard
set by the U.S. Department of
Labor in spring '69.
It is no wonder.. that the turnover rate for Howard instructors
1s so high and why so many
young Black instructors prefer
to teach at F.C.C where they
can be 'relevant' as well as
adequately paid. ·
We can't expect to attract and
hold first rate faculty when we
only otter second rate salaries.
The situation is even worse

New-style llome coming

....,..
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nate in cultural nationalism. To
bring the issue home, Howard
gives us a capitalistic education which is supposed to prepare us to enter a system which
has created class divisions, dehumanization, class exploitation,
and racism; things we as Black
students need not coptribute towar ds . For example, in our communities we see Black Capitalism pushed. If this program takes
root and we begin to develop
corporations, will the Black
middle-class exp 1 o it its own
people? Internationally we see
white capitalists reclaiming Afr-·
lea through neo-colo~ialism, and
we know the nations of Africa
are being economically exploited!
It must be admitted that Marx
did deal with capitalism, and
Black people must realize their
relationship to Capitalism . A
Black managerial class is being
created that will heighten class
contradictions
among Black
society. Marx's solution to the
oppressive Capitalistic structure
called for a more communal
society, socialism, or interestingly enough, an African
approach to life. So perhaps
!l.tanc's idf'as are not truly alien
to Black people! In closing 1t
must be stated that if a philosophy does have certain aspects
that do deal with Black people
they must be analyzed and not
rejected because certain points
do not.
Logan Wiley
A. Kevin Williams
Editor:
On behalf of the entire Howard
University student body I wish
to extend to the 1970- 1971 Bison
Football tea.m congra.dulations
for the dynamic games that you
ha.ve played this season. It will
be with growing confidence and
optimism tha.t the entire university community will ~upport the
tea.m and look forward to many
more victories.
Micha.el Harris
Pres. H.u.s.A.
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whereby g riev a n ces can be
acknowledged and, with the cooperation of the other facets of
th P. university, alleviated.
"Gripe" will be divided into
two aspects, a center and a IflLLTOP column. Individuals can
come to the center, which will
fUnction out o! the Alpha Phi
Omega National Service Fraternity's office, room 109 of the
Student Center, between the hours
of 12 noon and 1:30p.m. MondayWednesday, beginning Monday,
October 5, 1970 to fill out ttie

necessary · form for Grlpe's intervention in the complaint. Any
individual's schedule which does
not allow him tn r.ome on these
days, may come to the Office of
Student Life, Rm, 103 Student
Center and fill out the form and
deposit it in the APO mailbox
in the Student Center. After receiving this form, "Gripe" wlll
then initiate action to alleviate
the complaint,
Individuals will receive answers to their grievances through
Gripe-either actually answered
in the column, which is the second aspect of "Gripe", or by
a written personal response.
After the individual fills out
the initial form, the maximum
waiting period for a reply is .
ten days. Gripe will follow up
all grievances to insure that they
are indeed alleviated.
The developers of "Gripe" are
Pamela Preston and Alpha Phi
Omega National Service Fraternity. Head researchers are
Pamela Preston and Linwood
Wooldrid~, m. Researchers are
the brothers of APO.

By Dave Porter

· Brothers and sisters we are
faced with a dilemma.We as a people are faced with many complicated problems. our people
are beset with P,OVerty, hungE1r,
ignorance, and atrocious living
conditions not nt for human inhabitation. We as students should
and must take up toe responsibility of expcsing the source of our
oppression. After 1naklng annalytical study of our situation we
must develope some basic general concepts- a guide line-which
we can present to the masses of
our people i.n terminology that
they can understand, It is paramount that we unify our people
and mobilize them in a revolotionary spirit. We must identify
our enemy and our allies 1n general terms.
We must educate and not confuse our people with long rhetoric and extraneous ideologies. Our
struggle like other revolutionary
struggles must follow a numerical progression, we must move
step by step. We must follow
the examples and procedures of

..

(Continued from Page 6)
munity". Les Gaines, Legal Aid
Director of the D. c. Project
declared, "The committment of
the D.C. project to commWlity
involvement is directly related
to the aims of Howard's liberators." Gaines stressed that the
term liberators now replaces
that of law student since the latter implies condonement of laws
which oppress Blacks.
Liberators will be involved
mainly in the research phase of
the D.C. Project, according to
Gaines. Special services will be
rendered in the program designed
,to combat drug addiction on the
campus as well as assistance
in handling various legal problems of the community.
"We want to liberate . on all
levels, " Gaines stated, "and we
will treat all cases with equal
lmpcrtance.' ' He explained that
the laws that bind Black people
are all of the same legal framework,
Gaines cited as a main goal
of the liberators a program to
expcse the campus and the community to the laws for their
own protection through every
possible source of communication.

A tiT-e for seriousness

By Linwood Wooldridge and Pamela Preston

•

Proiect

Comment

1s coming

Ideally,
Howard University
students should not have grievances about any aspect a! tlleir
university lives, but unfortunately, this is far from the case.
The truth of the matter is that.
we have MANY grievances, most
of which go unnoticed-much less
resolved. Beginning this seriu~
ter (October 5th), this situation
must, and will, cease lo exist
because "Gripe" is coming('
The purpose of "Gripe'' is to
provide for the Howard University community a mechanism

Page 7 .

former revolutionaries. In Algeria the enemy was defined as
being the French colonialist, 1n
China he was the Japanese aggressor and the European imperiallst. We must define our
enemy likewise, we must define
our enemy in terms our people
can easily comprehend, and may
I suggest white oppressor.
WE must accomplish the first
step of revolutionary action,
coming together because of basic
necessity, In the words of Julius
Nyerere when referring to the
struggle in Zimbawe " It is
a disgrace that two African Political parties should compete in
the face of the danger which
exists." In our case this problem is magnified in that we have
far more than two parties competing.
At this stage in our struggle
unification ls paramount. We
must subjugate our personal phillosophies and political ideologies. We must come together as
an oppressed people and move on
(Conti nued on Page 8)
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Anglade Photos

By Nairobi Njamma

There is an old unsubstantiated
argument on campus that there
simply are not enough truly Black
people on campus to relate to
and learn from. We are also told
that the University commwtlty ls
not being properly politicized,
Is all this true? For the answer let us take a look at the
''Black People" who were on
campus last year which we could
have related to and learned from.
Stokely Carmichael
Jesse Jackson -Operation Breadbasket
David Hillard - Black Panther
Party

Imamu -Ameer Baraka - PoetPlaywright
Ralph David Abernathy-S.C. L.C.
Julian Bond
C.L.R. James -Author and Scholar
Adam Clayton Powell
Nina Simone
Miriam Makeba
Vincent Harding - Director of
the Institute of the Black World
Rev. Doug Moore
John Henrick Clarke-Black Historian
Larry Neal

•

Ted Joans
Don L , Lee
Sonia Sanchez
Sterling Brown
Leon Damas
Dick Gregory
Barbara Ann Teer
The National Black Theatre
Bill Cosby
John Hope Fran.kiln - Black Historian .
Wafts Writers Workshop
Archie Shepp
Donald Byrd
Cannonball Adderly
Pharoah SaWlders

'

Friends of Distinction
Roberta Flack
Queen Mother Moore-Republic
of New Africa
Ramsey Lewis Trio
Dionne Warwick
The Emotions
P r 1c e Cobbs - Co- Author of
"Black Rage"
Fannie Lo:r Hammer - Mississippi Freedom Democratic
Party
) ..
Acklyn Lynch - ;w est Indi an
scholar . __.-!
Walter Was~gton

·-

John Conyers
Cyrpian Ewkwensi - Nigeri
Writer
Val Gray Ward - Actress
Mer~er Cook - Author ·
Sun Ra
So therefore, Brc:lher man,
looks like to me that we reall
haven't got a problem about getting people here to politicize
us into a revolutionary thing.
WHAT THE PROBLEM IS ... is
what we do after. "that heavy
rap."

October 2, 1970
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Suryjyal motion
.

(Continued from Page 3)

A portrait of Coltrane
By Isaac Hargrove

John Coltrane was a motion.
A whole and continued motion
from birth to death, and should
alwayc. be understood as such. It
is an arbitrary and unjustif:l.ed
notion to separate his life into
formative, early, middle and late
'periods' with the accompanying
varied and isolated evaluations
of the respective 'periods.' John
Coltrane was a being becoming.
His whole life should be understood as the 'Trane.' And the
Trane possessed no greater capacity for depth of refiectlon and
power of expression in 1967 than
he did in 1955or1926. The man's
world -our world- and his life
was a statementof fact, of reality of himself, us and the world,
as he grew into reality's conglomP.rate of contradictions,
threats, and promises
felt its fluctuant pulse

fed on its apparent little nour- ·
ishment
knowing a hunger for its elusive promises
but knowing well the pains of
pursuit, and
knowing the nonmeaning of retreat, he made
a defiant and relentless probe
into the intrinsic nature of
reality and existence,
and screamed out reality's secrets. Belaying some truth ofthe
thing existence to the world. He
beckoned all of us, to dare venture with him a journey along a
corridor within reality's conglomerate. A corridor sounding of
real love rhythms, and songs of
love, and something more like a
thing greater than we know; happiness. A corridor toward love
and toward happiness. Happiness
of our collective spirit and body.
The Trane felt that corridor to
be true and real and palpable

and possible; justifying his belief with all of the strength and
force of his soul and body. He
was a muthai'ucker exponentially
on a horn.
·
We should remember Coltrane
the man as we remember Malcolm
the man, as we presently know
Baraka the man. Not as heroic
abstractions propped up by an
effeminate and Profit hungry Euro-American interest. We should
instead remember them ·tor the
vigor and intensity of their cultural-political utterances, and
their spiritually emancipating
actions. Without doubt, these
three men, whose !impassioned
and intense' cbnvictions and whose ·
mere extsten~e, manifest as it
was(ls) will shape the character
of that Black conscious commlted to liberation. And nation making!
Forever for Us's.

to squeeze $5,000 from the Fine
blems could be corrected by a
Arts budget. Last year LASC
rudget, band officials say.
(now African Peoples Liberation
Out-of-town trips to accomCouncil) c am e . to the band's
pany the football team may have
rescue and they are trying a.gain
to be eliminated this season. A
this year.
trip to the Howard/Morehouse
game in Atlanta two years ago
Stan Jones, head of the Budcost $6,000.
get Committee, estimates that a
"A gOOd band could become
minimum of $85,ooo is needed
to update the band. Approximately . a self sustaining organization,"
9<1?0 of the instruments belong to stated Dwight Webster. OpporROTC. Saturday's absence was
tunities for tours and other public
due largely to an inadequate numappearances including televised
ber of instruments, but band
half-time shows. could be acmembers hasten to add this is
c~pted.
only one of numerous problems.
.Members feel
that there .
One freshman member stated that
are a lot of talented people on
he is playing on a borrowed
campus who want to play 1n the
horn and "all I want is an instruband but it isn't good enough
ment to play on.''
for them. They go on to say
.
that, "The band isn't good beIn the past, band members have
cause we have nothing to offer ·
paid their own cleaning bills, inthe talented people. Not even
strument repair bills, have purinstruments!"
chased new instrument parts and
The band has received aid from
music, and supplied 111IDYoftheir
outside sources, the University
own first aid supplies. Tl'tey have
in Vitginia and California, but
also paid their own travel exnow they are asking the Univerpenses and food bills. These prosity for aid. "All the band wants
is a budget," injected Jones.

P"·~t!I~
00 ~ l9'(l
=

(Continued from Page 7)

a unified level against our oppressor (Ne should learn from
the examples set by brother Nyrere and 'Chairman Mao who were
willing to subjugate their personal ideologies for the basic and
pra~tal needs of their people.
T e e will be a period in
ou struggle where we will struggle to transpose our political
theories into reality, but at this
time in our struggle we must
relegate these differences behind
closed doors. It must not come
between us and Jmification.

YE up to $100 when you join America's
newest .a nd most unique entertainment club ...

111-e

•

e

i

NOW .•• FOR THE FIRST TIME •••·A NATIONAL PROGRAM
WITH OVER 60 "2 FOR J" VOUCHERS, HONORED
BY NEARLY 2,000 LEADING BUSINESSES.
Take your date, your mate, or a friend, to the movies, a play, to dinner, golf,
bowling, sporting e.vents, even horseback riding ... and many, many
other attractions. You present your TIME OUT voucher and pay for one,
ticket ... the other Is FREE!!! This remarkable Offer has excitement and
value for everyone, so join in the fun ... and save money, too!

(Continued from Page 6)

the HUSA budget committee.
After six hours of fighting, the
H.U.S.A. budget was allocated,
but the price was high.

VOUCHERS CAN BE USED COAST TO COAST
AT PARTICIPATING FIRMS

So as we enter this new
school year with many of the
old, tired and corrupt attitudes
of the past, I call upon the vast
majority of the student body to
wake up and become actively
involved in the D. c. Project. I call
upon the vast majority of stu. dents that have never attended
a HUSA meeting, been to a
rally, seized a building, or sold
dope to begin to organize or
discipline themselves. For while
some people may tell you that
Howard is "dream-world" it is
very much for real and very
much a part of the world, as the
incidents on 14th St. and Merridian Hill showed last week. In
the finai analysis after all the
rhetoric has been spoken, all the
money spent and all programs
completed, you are your own
Savior.

annual $795
membership

•

(Good thru

August, 1971 )

Members in TIME OUT Entertainment Club · receive attractive membership card,
timely newsletters, additional bonuses throughout the year, fun vacation offers and

other free items.

•

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.... lf not satisfied, return unused Membership P•cket
within 10 days for full refund.

..

© Ti me Out, Inc.,

(Continued from Page 6)

during the 68-69 school yea1·,
than Howard did even though
Howard has the oldest realtionship with the Congress and is
the only wiiversity to have it's
funding directly authorized by
federal legislation.
,
It is • a deplorable situation
from which there appears to be
no immediate solution.
Since the quality' of education is directly related to teacher
salaries, we as students should
make known our support (for
what it's worth) of the administration's, efforts to upgrade
salaries. Hopefully the appointment of a full time fund raiser
wlll help lessen our unhealthy
dependancy upon the Federal
gov't.
Until the situation is remedied,
the superior Black professor will
become increasingly hard to attract and hold for Howard and all
other Black institutions.

' I

J '1
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''We speak as Liberators''
By Larry Coleman

"Let the martial songs be written. Let the dirges disappear•.•
Let a new Earth rise and take
control." wrote Margaret Walker
1n 1942. At that point in time,
these words were taken lightly,
If in fact, they were taken at
all. America was too busy "saving the world for democracy."
Many may have read her words
and thought them to be a poet's
attempt to rally support for "ole
glory••;" Margaret Walker, Black
woman writer wa s, indeed,
working in the national interest
when she wrote her poem "For
My People." The Black National interest.

the womb, or better still, a
twinkle in their fathers ' eyes,
when Margaret Walkerwrote,are
now mature, mad and mighty
Black teachers/poets.
We Speak As Liberators: Young ·
Black Poets ls a book that ls
dedicated to the sole .proposition
of giving young, Uttle-heard-ofBlack Poets an opportunity to ·
present their wares 'to the public.
Orde Coombs is its editor.
I will not say "The book is
bad I" or "It is outa sight."
To do so would put you in the
wrong st ate of mind, and too
many of us are already in the
wrong state of mind.

Twenty-eight years have passed since Margaret Walker wrote
"For My People." And those
babies--war babies--who were in

Instead I will say that the book
is a Life book. The book deals
with us. We. Ourselves. It deals

with us saving ourselves from
ourselves, so that we can, in
turn, save ourselves from them
non-selves. The book contains instructions.
The instructions are not hidden
in codes. One need not conjecture. One need only to read and
respond. We must absorb -as sponges -- all these li!e instructions.
Four Howard students were
among those selected to have
their work presented in this book.
They are Clay Goss, Linda Goss,
Paula Giddings, a nd Pearl Cleage.
Dig on Clay Goss. Our Clay,
Playwrightin', How a..r d goin',
Philly nurtured••• Clay:
" ... like a rooster who pees with
an aluminum

r-i-pP ;\ 'V OU'f
.v tr\''

· hot together sometimes one
unsuspecting
"'
morning like the Sun•. Amen.''

I

Get this book. Follow its instructions. Nation time is now.
Obey Margaret Walker's , command: Rise my people and take
control.

dick made in Tennessee
forgetting to crow in the Morning
forgettin,g to crow in the Morning
forgetting to cr ow in the Morning
letting everyone on the farm
sleep an hour later
milk turning to butter right there
in the cows five titles••
"Soul sounds played on bargain
store
stereos loud and clear like the
the forgotten tear
of Emmet Tlll's Mother
Hoping that rooster will fuck up
again and give you and me all
again and give you and me
all of us time
just a little time to get our
thing together and rise up warm

•

Altyman Roberts, F .C.C.
Howard .. is lacking in proper
directions. It is caught up in a
direction of the past. They 're
hung up -..yith _Greekdom .

(drs. Margaret Watts, employee
f dry clearners
.
think Howard is a wonderful:
nive~sity and things seem to be
koing better with more unity
?Jld cooperation since President
~heek arrived .

t

•

by Marie E. Ashby

•

KENNETH COOK, F.C.C.
Basically the students in Howard
and F .C.C. are the same.
Unfo~tunately,
th e r e's a
communications breakdown . I
have nothing against the school.
The principles on which Howard
was founded are outdated.
Amelia Lofton , F.C .C.
I went to Howard in the 'su1nn1er
of '69 and I don't think it 's shit .
The people are hung up '"rith
what
111 a j o r
is, your
classification , where you come
from , and the pos\tion of your
parents.

.

'

,

-

A.

B.

C.

E.

F.

The filth i breath every day, they call
it air.
T he actio ns i perform d ay in and day
o ut,
t hey ca ll it living.
The way i contor t my mouth to expose
my teeth,
they call it smiling.
Because i have a color in my skin,
they call m e black.
'
But I do not remai n w ith their reasons
and definitions.
I have a mind,
.I
constru~t my own thoughts.
I
JI breathe air that keeps me alive so that
I can live from day to day smiling
because I was born black.
1
Black is me, being (and I k~w of no
!other way to exist).
By Bette Baranco
I

·--

I

D.

',..

Afro people

IIf • 111 I II

in the spirit of african brotherhood,
i pledge a most soulful stand,
body. mind, sweat, and joyful tears,

>

i p ledge to exert these e ne rgies in th&

H.

G.

I.

1.

best interest o f my people here and

I

i

the distant motherland,

10% Discount for Howard Students.
-· ~----~ Convenient Budget Terms ..

-

A.

99.50

B.

125.00
150.00

endeavor that will be only in

c.

i pledge to sleep and awake with spiritual

JEWELERS
938 F ST. N. W.

D.
E.
F.

175.00

accordance to our evergrowing

200.00

liberating struggle,

~YE

G.
H.
I.

225.00
250.00
300.00

Jewelers Since I 932

8-6525

225.00

•

l

africa, the blackest star, forever give
forth that shining Iight
power to the people

•
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' ing our (Black) consciousness,
organizing, a device, a means to
an end, creating symbols and
messages that refiect the sociopolitical circumstances of Black
people--heightening the contradictions."
Carew, a graduate of Howard's
school of Architecture; feels that
colleges and universities have
created and continue to create
a "fantastic division" among
Black people. He cites the opportunity for social mobility
created by a college education
that conditions Black students
to aspire to middle and upper
class status. H& emphasizes that
this creates social positions that
alienates students from "street
brothers". While seeing the degrees as necessary, he feels that
a need exists for breaking-down
the polartzation they create in
the Black community. He projected that at some point "We
must collectivize our energy and

do something as one community."
Spec1!1cally, he would like to
see Howard's students become
involved in the New Thing, first
through knowledge of 'what it is
about', then decideing how best
they could participate.
The physical layout of the New
Thing extends itself in many
areas on the Adams-Morgan
community. Carew, explains that
Adams-Morgan was chosen because in 1967, despite the illusion
of affluence created by the 2%
whites in the area, " t here were
a lot of poor Black people but
no poverty funds, also there were
no particular organization working with Black youths."
In its three years of existence
the New Thing has moved from
idea, to effort, and is now an
on- going process-- a prototype of
what is needed in every Black
community. Because it has challenged anachronistic ideas and
forms, it has been, at times,

October 2, 1970
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Director Care.w discusses The
a focus of controversy: In November 196? it challenged the
city government's ill-chosen site
for a new ~dams - Morgan school
and with communit y support dealt
at T.K.O. to the opposition. In
August, 1968 it cr eated a valueartistic dispute on 1802 Vernon
St. NW ., throught a Black Mural.
To the Black commun.ity, Carew
defined it as a functional artistic
expression, but to the city officials, it was just a s ign, Dig!- the difference in the interpretation.
Car ew, ·26 the prime-moving
attitude inside this human projectile, has stated that, "the
way I see it I'm helping my
people move toward a P0$1t1on
of strength,
that's the most
. . . and
...

New Thing

important thing that I can do and
for that."
as far as I can see, it will
The New Thing is in effect
take a lifetime." Another demore than a t ax-exempt, a nonterminant of his actions is that:
profit organization. It is a com" no revolution in the world has
munity of Black people seeking
been fought for jobs, for housto optimize· the resources and
ing, for good schools--it's been
utilize the life-styles of the Black
fought for human dignity. And
Experience in an effort to redress
my function is to dignity Black
racial oppression. "Our impeople, recognizing that white • mediate task," asserts Carew,
people catch some of the spill"is to define and develop cul1
over. My primary function is · tural standards which are
not to dignify white people.... .
relevapt to our origins and , our
My thing is to make people aware
history. Develop cultural reof their being, to make them 1 sources and give a community
aware of their dignity, to make
new strength by increasing pride
them more conscious of themand self-confidence and by proselves. And allow or try to previding a new channel for ordinarserve the humanity that I think
lly destructive energies, a new
exists in the Blacl community
means of expression, and _a-.
and architecture's just a tool
changed view of the future.''
'.!'. '!. \
•

..

•

Judiciary
(Continued

•

first be received from the Office
of Student Affairs. They are permissible · as long as they are
peacefUl and do not damage or
destroy property or disturb the
activities of the University.
If a student is accused of an
offense and sufficient evidence
is submitted to Lane's office,
his case may be referred to the
proper judiciary board. If the
situation is serious enough to
warrant it, the accused student
might be referred to the police.
Any student found to have narcotics in his possession may be
referred to either a judiciary
board or the police, depending
on the type of drug, quantity and
the circumstances.
Male students found guilty of
participating in panty raids after
• a case has been made directly
implicating them may be subject to penalities ranging from
reprimands to suspension depending on the gravity of the offense.
. In assult cases, the gravity
of injury determines the penalty.
A student may be arr ested by
the police if the incident is ser- ·
ious enough.
Stealing from the bookstore
is punishable by disciplinary probation for a period ranging from
one semester to a year. Any
student found guilty of another
offense during his probationary~
period may be subject to suspension.
Concerning demonstrators, the
University code provides for immediate dismissal of any individual who endangers hims e 1f,
others, or University property.
Dean Lane announced that no
changes have been made this year
in the Code or in its judiciary
provis ions. However, he has recommended the establishment of
an all-student judiciary for the
College of Liberal Arts. This
proposal has been approved by
the L.A. Student Council and
faculty. It is presently under advisement by the President and
the Boar d of Trustees.
Dean Lane defined his role as
being limited to cases outside of
the classroom. He said his job
was to investigate all disciplinary complaints and interview all
implicated parties and witnesses.
Deans have the final authority to decide if the case should
be handed over to the respective judiciary. Cases where there
is insufficient evidence are not
pursued. other cases may be
resolved privately.
During a hearing he serves
as an advisor to the board. He
is unique in that it is his responsij'>ility to see that the stu. dent is informed of his rights
as a defendant. The student is
also free to consult Dean Lane
on any problems concerning his
case.
It is also his responsibility to
see that each student is informed
of the Howard University code c-·
conduct.
LndP rgr aduales may familiariI.e themselves with these rules
;) referring to the " H' ' Book.
'JI c;tudC'nts in the graduate and
professional schools can acquire

fro~

'

•
,

..
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a copy through the Deans of
their respective schools.
Dean Lane added that a seminar on the subject of "Discipline
in Higher Education" is scheduled to be held sometime early
this semester, possibly in October. All students are especially
urged to attend.

•

••

Lawyers, students, representatives from the Nat'l Student
Assoc. and professional experts
in the field of discipline on the
university level will participate
in this seminar. Thepurposewill
be to bring about a better unders tanding of the role, objectives
and responsibilities of discipline
in higher education.

Doug Moore ...

•

Pat Baranco looks on as firefighters answer an alarm from Bethune Hall last Wednesd ay.

. I 11~fadc Pltoru

(Continued from Page 5)

and full representative government for D.C.
He is opposed to the Clark
reading plan for D. C. public
schools and has joined teachers
"to fight all the conservatives
who want to ram it down the
throats of Black children." He
described the test as "whlteoriented' '.
Moore blamed the recent disorders on 14th St., during which
he was arr ested, on mayor Walter Washington. He said "Those
events on 14th St. indicated that
the mayor has been a total
failure." Where was the mayor,
where was the city council, where
was Channing Phillips when the
city was about to burn up again.
They could not be found."
In his ten point platform, the
candidate pledged to work for:
free day care centers ; enforcement of all housing codes; federal
assistance to civic associations ;
more .industries in D.C.; 24 hour
availability and accountability to
aJ l constituents ; "rights and
human dig n 1 t y'' for welfare
mothers; and adequate funding
for Federal City College and
other D.C. schools.
Moore contends that his campaign will have to be financed
by
contributions from individuals, since in his words
" I have no money and it's very
doubtful that those who have the
money are going to support the
kind of Black man that I am or
the type of Black campaign that
I am going to push in this city."
When asked whether he had
recieved any signs of support
from the community since deciding lo run, Moore remarked,
"Strangely enough, the first calls
I did get were from Howard students.' '
I solicit the suppor of Howard
students who are 18 and over because this is a practical way of
being relevant to the community.
All they · have to do ls check
the record, for those who have
been committed to service for
the Black community, and for
those who have been appointed
and groomed by the white power
structure, and then make the
choice.' '
Students interested in the campaigp fan go the the Black United
Front office at 2237 Georgia Ave.

,
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Can Sl.00 off entice the students and
raculty to try the best steak dinners

E

In Washington, Vtrg1nla or
Maryland?
•

AI.I. THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK*

E ALL THE SALAD YOU CAN MAK~. E
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(Wlldwoocl Shoppln9 Center-Old G.or9etown Bd. and Democracy BlYcL)
•

E

•EMERSONSat 1511 K St.. N.W. (next to the Statler Hilton) 659-8170
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. Bison's alert defense hands Unioil
43-7
setback,
..
.- .,-,I
••
·J

By Jim Cope.

Howard's football team surprised everybody but themselves
as they engineered their second
, straight major upset of the sea~ son, humbling visiting Virginla
. Union Saturday, 43- 7.
.i•
A fired-up defensive unit and
' third-string quarterback James
1
Bryant ignited a 27-point explosion in the last quallter to insure the Blsons the top spot
in the Central Intercollegiate
'Athletic Association for the first
time since 1965.
Howard coach Tillman Sease
expressed mixed emotions about
his team's performance, ''the
boys deserved to win like they
did, they're been working hard
and are in pretty good shape.
However, I didn't want Bryant
to pass for that last touchdown;
there wasn't any sense in rubbing
lt in."
Shirrel (;riny) Ogden, 6-foot6, 335 polinds of middle guard,
set up Howard's first touchdown
with the first of his two tumble
recoveries.
Fullback Warren Craddock and
halfback Ronald Bell alternated
carries and brought the ball down
to the 3-yard line, from where
Craddock, a freshman from Arlington's Wakefield High, took it
in for the score.
Virqnia Union quarterbacks
completed half of their 20 passesbut seven of the completions were
to the Blsons defenders, who also
picked up four tumbles to completely stymie the Panther offense.
T he defeat jolted Virginla
Union's CI AA championship
hopes. Union opened its season
two weeks ago with a 30-17 loss
to Johnson c. Smi~h, defending
champions.
The Panthers took advantage of
Howard's only defensive lapse,
when halfback Wlllle Dancy
scampered for a 54-yard touchdown in the second quarter. The
Panther's William James, the
CIAA's leading rusher last year, •
did not play because of a twisted
knee.

Going into the fourth quarter,
some of the spectators were begtnnlng to drop off into deep
nods or drunken stupors.
Only the outstanding defensive
play of Ogden, and 255-pound
tackle Charles Millhouse, and
Ron Mabra's 42-yard TD run on
an interception enabled Howard
to hang onto a skimpy 16-7
lead.
But then came an interception,
a long drive and Craddock's
second touchdown; another interception, a great block by Dennis
Mosley to spring Willie Harrell's
54-yard touchdown run down the
right sideline, and before the
fans could stop theircheerlngfor
one score, the Bisons defense
would come up with another spectacular play and it would start
all over again.
The appearance of quarterback
Bryant aided matters greatly,
too. Running the quarterback
option play with great success, he
compiled 43 yards in eight carries, and
' completed one of two
passes -a 2-yard touchdown toss
to end Mosley with just a few
seconds remaining on the scoreboard.

Jackie Myers, who had previously kicked a 35-yard field
goal and four extra-points, was
not able to get off the final
conversion attempt, because Virginia Union, not con ent to lose
the game, also lost the · fight.
STATISTICS
Howard

Va. Union

20 First downs
8
224 Rushing yardage 102
78 Passing yardage
39
132 Return yardage
44
3-20-7
5- 18-0 Passes
2-29
6-39-5 Punts
2 Fumbles lost
4
116 Yards penalized 126
Va. Union
Howard

0

7 0
O 10 0

0 - 7
27 - 43

Abbot q mak~s big splash
on Howard's swim team
8°y Gary Miller

The Howard swim team has
been in need of new bl09d since
1968. The last swimmers to be
recruited were Kevin Colquitt and
Gary Miller, in 1967. Relying
on new swimming material to
come out for practice each year
has been a slow process, ·yielding
some fine talents, but not enough
to keep Howard on top.
This year some recruiting was
done. The transfusion that was .
so badly needed for years is
a reality now. The new blood 1s
Barry Abbott.
Halling from Bronx, New York,
Barry 1s an able swimmer. A
master of all the strokes, butterfly and freestyle are his favorites. Barry ls not at all selfish with his talent.
"l will swim whatever event
the coach tells me to swim." he
said. The best attitude one can
have for this sport.
Barry hasn't made any definite
plans for his future. He knows
that to succeed in any field will
mean hard work and dedication,
something he is acustom to in
swfmming.
Being a talented Black swimmer, Barry has experienced
those curious looks from many
white swimmers. Looks that want
to say: 11 How 1s it that this
boy can swim as good as I can."
''When I swim against a white
swimmer," Barry said, "I know I
will have to go extra hard to beat
him, because, 1f I don't he will
go away with the satisfaction
that my status ls tie1ow his in
the swimming world."

Wit h his competive spirit,
there will be very few Blacks
or white swimmers beating him
to the wall.
Many of the members on the
swim team are glad that Barry
has joined them. As one team
member stated, "Barry is exactly the right element needed
to round out the Howard Swim
Team". If this proves to be
true, the Howard University Swim
Team will be a Proud, Black,
winning squad.
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Sophomore ~ames Bryant rolls out on the Quarterback option late in the fourth quarter. In all, Bryant
rushed for 43-yards in 8 carries, scored one touchdown, and passed for another.
Brittain Photo

This week in sr.orts
•

The sportirlg world in review
Compiled by Sherrill Odgen

SAN DIEGO, Sept 24 - - Quarterback Don Horn
' of the Green Bay
Packers has filed a debtors petition claiming personal bankruptcy. Horn listed his assets
at
$5,600,
and debts at
$137,312.00. The former San
Diego State College star is playing without a 1970 Green Bay
contract, giving personal problems as the reason for not
signing.
·
NEW YORK, Sept. 24 -- Muhammad Ali, still out on bail while
appealing ·his draft law conviction, applied for a NewYorkboxing .license today and was assured of favorable action at Mon"' day's Il(.eeting of the N. Y. State
athletic ~ommission. Ali gave
his occupation as "World Heavyweighf Boxing Champion.''
LONDON, Ont., Sept 24 -- Derek
Sanderson, the mod and mustachioed Boston Bruins center who is
embroilled in a pay dispute with
the Stanly Cup Champions, was
suspended today for failure to
. report back to training camp.
Sanderson is.seeking more money
from the Bruins.
CHICAGO, Sept 25 -- Luis Aparichio set a major league games
played record for shortstops,
The durable little White Sox trotted onto the field for i'Js 2,219th
game, a major league record.
ATLANTA, Sept 25 -- Governor
Lester Maddox of Georgia said

SCOREBOARD
aru
VIRGINIA UNION 7

HOWARD43

other

Florida A & M 33
Elizabeth City 28
Virginia State 15
Shaw 20
Tuskegee 9
Montclair State 10
Alcorn A & M 27
West Virginia State 43

•

li Ii

•

•

. 11

f

•'

Carolina A & T o
Norfolk State 18
Maryland· Eastern Shore 14
Hampton Institute O
Johnson C. Smith 6.
Delaware State 7 •
North Carolina Central o
Concord . 7
~orth

NEXT WEEK

Livingstone at Norfolk State·
Shaw at Fayetteville State
North Carolina Central at Morgan State
Maryland Eastern Shore at Vir.glnia Union
North Carolina A & T at Johnson C. Smith
Hampton Institute at Delaware
State
HOW ARD at Virginla State
Elizabeth City at Winston-Salem
Virginia Commonwealth at St.
Paul's

Kusner rode to victory twice in
five races Saturday as the first
female jockey in South African
turf history. Of course she was
white.

today he is seeking ways of
stopping the Muhammad Al1J erry Quarry heavyweight fight
in Atlanta Oct. 26. "We shouldn't
let him fight for money if he won't
fight for his country." Maddox
said of Ali. When reminded of the
$50,000 fight promoters promised the city of Atlanta to aid
in its fight against drugs, Maddox said he would chair a move
to raise $75,000 for drug control
1f the city would block the fight •.
WASHINGTON D.C., Sept 25 -Federal City College cancelled
last Saturday's football game
against Gallaudet after the registrar reported to the president
that 47 of FCC's 63 players
'"~re academically ineligible for
the game.
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA, Sept 26 -- America's Kathy

·'

BOULDER, COLO., Sept 27 -Fired up Colorado ambu,sped
Penn State's fourth ranked Nit- _,
tany· Lions 41-13 Saturday,!,and
brough an end to the lo]lgest .
major collegiate football winning
streak in the nation. Penn State
came r to Colorado with a 23
game victory string and unbeaten
string of 31.

I

ST. LOUIS, Sept 27 -- Bob Gibson broke Dizzy Deans' record
of four twenty games won seasons as he completed his fifth
year of twenty or more games
won. Gibson is 23 and 6 for this
season.

Rooters stay undefeated

beat W arre

Wilson 8 -0

By Leroy Lashley

son.
I
Henderson was particularly
As though determ!,Ped not to
outstanding in netting twot goals
be overshadowed by the Bisons'
and assisting in the scoring of
staggering victory over Virginia
three
others. The nimble center
State, the Howard Booters won
forward scored the first goal
their second match of the seaof the match by smacking a fortyson by trouncing Warren . Wilyard shot from a throw by right
son College last Saturday, 8 - o.
back, Kenny Thomas, past the onWith the homecoming match
rushing goal-keeper in the openversus Maryland University just
ing minutes of the game. His
one day away, this victory will
second
gOal came from a wellserve as a mo- -1e builder for
tlmed header after three minutes
the Booters who will attempt to
of the second quarter.
Win their first Homecoming
game.
Keith Aqui, the other outstandAt the end of the game the coach
ing player, netted two brilliant
of Warrn Wilson College made
goals both from assist by Hena favorable· comment:
derson. Aqui's second goal came
"Howard should go all the way
midway through the second half.
this year."
He collected a Henderson pass
Manager Ernest Skinner and
and dribbled his way to the edge
Coach Ted Chambers were both of Warren Wilson's penalty area
pleased by this remark, and
and unleashed a pile driver which
rightly so, for their team posblazed past the outstretched hand
sesses, this year, a powerful ·of the stranded goal-keeper.
offense, and shatter-proof deOutside Right, Desmoµd Alfred
, fense.
With twelve goals in· two scored two goals from two penalmatches, the offense has done all ties which were awarded to
that was ·asked of lt so far, and Booters for infringements by the
having only allowed two goals, Warren Wilson team,
Leslie Douglas-Jones was the
the defense appears to be imother player to score two goals.
penetrable.
Howard goalies, Billy Jones
The attack is built around two ·
Trinidadians, Alvin Henderson from Sierra Leone, and Peter
and Keith Aqui who were the K i e 11 e r, a Trinldadian, each
stars of the game. Between them, guarded the uprights for half
they have scored eight of the. of the game, and together shared
the first shutout for the season.
team's 12 goals so far this sea-

I
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We have moved (are moving?)
into an era where false gods

...

are no longer revered; where
truth is sought and where old
values have crumbled. In sports,
and especially sports, Black
people are in the vanguard of
that movement.
Long the bastion of conservatism and the judge of what is
right and good in American
society, sports perpetuated that
conservatism.
...
The athlete, both Black and
white, because of his vested interest in the game, because of
his almost guilty feelings for
receiving so much material compensation for doing what children
do, have usually been silent on
social issues that have racked
the country.
The whiles have been <11iet
because they are lbe system;
Blacks have because they were
alienated, and were .trying to
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BY MILLARb ARNOLD

become a part of it; afraid to
risk the hard-earned positions
of recognition and prestige that
they were a party to.
•

civil rights, but basic, human
rights.

For the most part, only after
their playing careers had ended
have they become actively interested in Black people and
Black problems.
Recently Syr.acuse University
has been in the news for the
protest that seven Black athletes
have had with the Orangemen•s
football coach, Ben Schwartzwalder. The real issues involved
have been lost in a tirade. of
name calling and racial slurs,
and as always~ Black people have
been victimized as the trouble
makers and wrong-doers.
But the

complaints that ·the
Black athletes have brought up
were issues over rights---not

They claim that Black players
are shifted by the coaching staff
to prevent their playing in away
games; the university had broken ·
a promise to hire a Black coach; ·
medical service for athletes was
bad; and preferential academic I
treatment was given to some
players •

.

With the exception of the first
two issues, there is nothing racial
involved. Duane Walker a defensive back on the Syracuse team
and one of the dissenting Blacks,
points this out.

or white or whatever second.
But that can't be. I'm Black and
will be even if I don' t play
football.,,
. Blacks have protested before,
but the dl.Uerence, small as 1t
may be, is that here are athletes
willing to risk their careers both
collegiatelly and professionally
for the things they l;>elieve are
wrong.
Blacks have done this before,
but what is evident is· that Blacks
are speaking the truth
and
throwing otf the shackles of
success in sports for success
in their personal lives as human
beings, individuals, and Black
people.

"Too many athletes---Black
and white---are getting a raw
deal in Syracuse football. But
the whites are afraid to speak
up. Ben wants his players to
play football first and be Black

What more than this, is a
man?

•

Monday morning quarterback /
DEFENSE!!! Who says it can't
the right makes them a "rightwin games? Ask Virginia Union.
handed" squad.
Howard last Saturday showed how
This was the flaw. When a
completely a defensive unit can
dominate a game. Time and again . team is stereotyped11 1t becomes
our defense delivered demoral- · easy prey for over-loaded de(more defensive men on
izing blows to Union through fenses
side than the other) ol' any
interceptions , fumble recoveries one
and aggressive all-round play. other special formations that are
devised to stop their attack.
Our scouting report indicated
But there was nothing "tricky"
that Union had an over powering
abOut our defense, they just played
running attack, which was esrough, tough football. The left
pecially disturbing because we
weren't that strong defensively side of our defensive line conagainst the run. But the report sisting of Shirell (Tiny) Ogden,
also pointed out one flaw in the Charles Milhouse and Bobby King
(Kong) deserves special recogPanthers .
nition for withstanding the pressure and halting Union's oneWe noted th at out of 58
sided ground attack.
running plays Union ran against
Johnson c. Smith the week before,
Unable to run, Union had no
32 were run to the Fight, and that
other choice but to pass, which
24 of those 32 plays were sweeps.
was like throwing_ sheep to a
The tendency for a team to run
slaughter--the defensive seconan excessive amount of plays to
dary of Johnnie Fairfax and Com-

..Soccer

11ro)!re~.H·d

slowlr at lluward

111ui/ I CJ-12. 1Vlte11 it became a war

casual t)'.

••

7ed Chnuiher~. 196 ':I

•

At 2 p. m. tomorrow in Howard
Stadium, the Booters, unranked in
the national soccer polls, will
play the University of Maryland,
rated number six among the top
soccer playing college teams in
a game that will be highly entertaining from start to finish.
Bear in m ind that this is
1970, and soccer is no longer a
war casualty, although last year
many rightly thought it was.
Nonetheless, last year's unsuccessful season is long for gotten
and at kick-off time Howar d University will be continuing a new
era in soccer which st arted last
year with the first annual Homecoming game.
T,.ed Chambers the soccer
coach directly instrumental in
the organi.zation of the game,
deserves a victor y this year after
suffering a narrow defeat in the
inaugural contest to Akron, 3-2.
This and the team's chances
are better this year. As for the
game, it defies prediction. A
shrewd soccer analyst s ees 1t
as a possible draw, or a onegoal mar gin for either s ide. But
despite the brillant attacking
soccer played by the Booters
so far this year, the Maryland

In last week's article I men-

tioned that · a good defense sets
up. the offense. Well it works both
ways. An offense helps out it's!
defense by ccntrolling the ball
and scoring, so that the defense
.gets a chance to rest. In turn,
a well rested defense forces
furn bl es and interceptions.

pany. Our ball-hawking defensive
backs added tQ the problems that
the line had sta r'~ · !. So bomb
proof was our defense, that by
the midci1 a O': the third qua.-,..:ar.
they were masters of the Union
attack.

.

.

Although most of the fans were
impressed with the score, it was
a combination of the two things:
good defense and a tough offense.
For two and one half quarters,
we put constant pressure on
Union's defense. We stayed inside of their 40-yard line, and although we didn't always score,
the steady pressure wore them
down.
From then on 1t was a matter
of how much we could score betore time ran out.

ginia State is casted from the
same mold as the University
of Maryland Eastern Shore, and
Virginia Union. State 1s big an
. UNDEFEATED. This week's op-1
,position is not a team suffe.ring
from a big defeat, but a championship hungry squad with plenty
of power.

v -State

is always dangeroos

at home as a 53-6 defeat of Howard at Petersburg in 1967 bears
oot. The last time Howard and
State met was here in 1968,
with State winning 20-0. All of
these things makes our job tomorrow even tougher than 1
week's.

'.
•

.

Tomorrow's opponent,

Vir-

Mabra's thefts keys Bison defense

Behind the goal
BY LEROY LASHLEY

BY NORM BROWN

players are extremely confident
of victory.
The curious thing is that the
Terrapins, 1968 NCAA champions, who defeated Howard 4-0
last year, are in a better psychological condition feeling:" if
we shut them out last year, we
can beat them this s eason."
The Booters' attack will be
spearheaded by freshmen, Alvin
Henderson and Keith Aqui, the
top scorers for this season. other
experienced p 1 aye rs will be
Yallery-Arthur, Kenny Thomas,
Leslie Douglas-Jones and goalies
Bil'y Jones and Peter Keiller.
If the Booters win they will
certainly rank as serious contenders for the NC AA champion•
r'\nd do you know that coach Ted
Chambers has changed his tune:
.. This is the• stronxcst sot·cer 1ea111
J'l'e coached at lloward...
Ted Chamhers.

...
•• •

197~
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By Lena Wiiiiams

"Defensive coach Donald ware
teaches first to catch the bhll,
then to try with everything to
make it across the goal line.'•
This must have been the thought
in the mind of defensive cornerback Ron Mabra in Saturday's
game against Virginia Union.
Mabra was beaten by Virginia's
receiver twice on a down and out
pattern. On 3rd down-7 yds. to go,
Ron anticipated the receiver's
moves; crossed in front of him,
intercepted the pass, and ran
43 yards for a tottchdown.
The 5'9 1/ 2" 165 lb. sophomore led the squad last year
in interceptions with six. Among
the six, one was returned . 38
yards for a touchdown.
This year Howard's defensive
backfield already shares 11 interceptions between them.
" The defensive backs don't
feef they are superior," Mabra
said, "because the line is mostly
responsible for the interceptions."
Ron a.ccredits some of the
team's enthusiasm this year to
the wide publicity they are receiving.
"Oh yes, the publicity accelerates the team. The bruises aren •t
BLOOD PLASMA DONORS
BLOOD TYPES ·A·B·AB
EARN $35-$60
Min. Age 21 Yr. Old

·

l

heard of unless someone write~
about them. Against Virginia, th~
publicity had the team so fired
up that they didn't mind a few
bruises."
There is a feeling that the
team's winning streak will end
as soon as they face tougher
opponents. According to, Mabra,
the Bison are highly understtmated. He, along with his teamnates, say that Howard can now
be considered one of the better
teams in the league and with
the new strength in the offensive
line, more players should make
CIAA this year.
With Virginia State as thei1
next opponent, the team has mad
little ch a n g e in strategy. How.
ever, there is the hope of bette~
play execution. As Ron puts it.
"In the Maryland game we put
forth 50%. effort, against Virginia Union around 80%, our goal
is 100%. It was that 20% dif-

ference that enable Virginia to
score against us."
Mabra, who c o u 1 d be considered rather small in this
sport, has played football since
high school. His aim is to become superior in everything lK
does.
"Coach Ware taught me that the
game ts issuing and receiving
pain. I've learned to live with
this fact. This is the only war
the game can be played."
The secondary.'s philosophy is
concentrating and reacting to th~
ball quickly, all working as one
team. Mabra doesn't seem tp
mind to see his opposition in
little pain,
•
"Just think if it wasn't for
the pain I inflected upon Virginia's receiver, I might n~t
be here now talking to you. (
In retrospect, one would wonder how he meant that.
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